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Abstract. The energetic events on the sun, solar wind and
subsequent effects on the Earth’s geomagnetic field and upper atmosphere (ionosphere) comprise space weather. Modern navigation systems that use radio-wave signals, reflecting from or propagating through the ionosphere as a means
of determining range or distance, are vulnerable to a variety
of effects that can degrade the performance of the navigational systems. In particular, the Global Positioning System
(GPS) that uses a constellation of earth orbiting satellites are
affected due to the space weather phenomena.
Studies made during two successive geomagnetic storms
that occurred during the period from 8 to 12 November 2004,
have clearly revealed the adverse affects on the GPS range
delay as inferred from the Total Electron Content (TEC) measurements made from a chain of seven dual frequency GPS
receivers installed in the Indian sector. Significant increases
in TEC at the Equatorial Ionization anomaly crest region are
observed, resulting in increased range delay during the periods of the storm activity. Further, the storm time rapid
changes occurring in TEC resulted in a number of phase slips
in the GPS signal compared to those on quiet days. These
phase slips often result in the loss of lock of the GPS receivers, similar to those that occur during strong(>10 dB) Lband scintillation events, adversely affecting the GPS based
navigation.
Keywords. Interplanetary physics (Interplanetary magnetic
fields) – Ionosphere (Equatorial ionosphere; Ionospheric disturbances)
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Introduction

The solar disturbances affecting the Earth’s magnetic field,
cause geomagnetic storms. Geomagnetic storms occur in
conjunction with ionospheric storms. A geomagnetic storm
usually consists of a small increase in the Earth’s magnetic
field, called initial phase, followed by a large decrease, called
the main phase, which lasts for a day or two and then starts
the recovery phase which normally takes a little longer than
the main phase. During a geomagnetic storm, the Earth’s
magnetic field may change by about 100 to 300 nT in a total of about 30 000 nT of the Earth. The geomagnetic storm
caused by a solar flare usually starts off with a sudden increase of the Earth’s magnetic field at the initial phase, and is
called a sudden commencement (SC) storm. A storm caused
by High Speed Solar Wind Stream (HSSWS), starts off gradually as HSSWS overtakes the Earth and this is described as
gradual commencement storm (GC).
Modern navigational systems that use radio-wave signals
reflecting from or propagating through the ionosphere as a
means of determining range, or distance, are vulnerable to a
variety of effects that can degrade the performance. In particular, the Global Positioning System (GPS), that uses a constellation of earth-orbiting satellites, are affected by space
weather phenomena. Thus, the GPS receiver uses radio signals from known positions of several orbiting satellites (contained in the ephemeris) to determine the range from each
satellite, and from these ranges (pseudo-ranges) the actual
position of the receiver is determined. The radio signals used
in this process must pass through the ionosphere, which introduces a propagation delay that depends on the ionospheric
(TEC) and on the satellite elevation angle above the horizon.
Changes in the electron density, due to space weather activity, can change the speed at which the radio waves travel,
introducing a propagation delay in the GPS signal. These delays can vary with time, and such intervals of rapid change
can last for several hours, especially in the polar and auroral
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Fig. 1. The parameters (a) IMF Bz component of solar wind (from
ACE data); (b) the Dst index of geomagnetic activity (the vertical red (dotted) lines represent the storm sudden commencements
generated by interplanetary shocks); and (c) the Kp index.

regions, causing errors in the determination of the range.
The rapid changes in electron density resulting from space
weather disturbances may cause cycle slip in carrier phase
tracking. Very rapid variations (less than about 15 s) in the
signal’s strength and phase are known as “ionospheric scintillations”. Scintillations can be particularly troublesome for
receivers that are making carrier-phase measurements and
may result in inaccurate or no position information; codeonly receivers are less susceptible to these effects.
The single frequency GPS receiver applications rely on the
Klobuchar model (Klobuchar, 1987) to correct the measurements for the ionospheric error. The Klobuchar model, the
official correction model broadcast by GPS satellites, predicts the vertical TEC at a given time and location in order to correct the measurements for the ionospheric effect.
When space weather disturbances are active, the predicted
TEC can deviate largely from the true value of the TEC.
When large discrepancies appear, the accuracy of the application can be strongly degraded. As reported earlier by Rama
Rao et al. (2006), the GPS receiver loss of lock occurs whenever the L-band scintillation index exceeds 0.5 (10 dB power
level) accompanied by the presence of bubbles/depletions in
TEC. In this paper, we report that the loss of lock of GPS
receiver signal may also occur whenever there is a fast rate
of change in the TEC fluctuations, particularly during the periods of geomagnetic storm activity.
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Fig. 2. Variation of TEC from a set of identified stations along
the meridian of 77◦ E from the Indian sector, also the variation of
equatorial electrojet strength along with Dst index is given for the
storm period of November 2004. The Red and Blue symbols indicate phase slips of the GPS receiver resulting in loss of lock, the
accompanying phase index (σ ) and S4 index, respectively.

2

Solar geophysical effects associated with the geomagnetic storms of 8 and 10 November 2004

A year after the extreme events that took place on the surface
of the sun during the Halloween Storms (October–November
2003 storms), two similar successive storms were observed
in November 2004. The geomagnetic storm occurred on 10
November 2004 ranks 3rd biggest storm in the current solar cycle, 23, and its maximum Ap value was 206. Another
strong geomagnetic storm has also occurred on 8 November
2004 with Ap index of 169 making it the 8th largest storm in
this cycle. However, the maximum Dst value on 8 November 2004 was −383 nT, considerably stronger than −296 nT
measured on 10 November 2004. These two storms have produced adverse affects in the communication and navigation
systems such as GPS by introducing huge electron density
gradients and scintillations.
The geomagnetic storm, with maximum Dst excursion of
−383 nT, occurred at 11:30 IST on 8 November 2004 (Fig. 1)
and was preceded by three pulses of sudden commencements
www.ann-geophys.net/27/2101/2009/
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(SC) registered at 08:27, 16:21, and 23:57 IST on 7 November 2004, respectively. This indicates that the corresponding
interplanetary disturbance was complicated and the preceding eruptive events that occurred on the Sun (source: Heliogram images of SOHO) during 4 and 5 November 2004
possibly contributed to this geomagnetic storm. The SC, of
the geomagnetic storm which occurred on 9 November 2004
and started at 15:00 IST, is probably related to this event. The
maximum excursion of this geomagnetic storm is −296 nT
and occurred at 14:00 IST on 10 November 2004.

3

Storm time variation of total electron content in the
Indian sector

In Fig. 2 the variation of the total electron content (TEC)
from 6 to 11 November 2004 is presented, measured at seven
different stations in the Indian sector (Figs. 2c to i) which
are set along a common meridian of 77◦ E and covering the
equatorial to the anomaly crest regions and beyond. This
TEC data is derived from the dual frequency GPS receiver
measurements made under the Indian ISRO-GAGAN programme. The Dst and the equatorial electrojet (EEJ) for
the corresponding period are also presented in frames (a)
and (b) of Fig. 2. It may be seen from this figure that the
TEC is minimum (Fig. 2c) at the equatorial station, Trivandrum (8.47◦ N Geographic latitude) and increases gradually
to the anomaly crest stations, Raipur (21.18◦ N) and Bhopal
(23.28◦ N) (Fig. 2f and g) and decreases significantly (beyond the crest i.e., at Shimla (31.09◦ N), Fig. 2i) as expected.
It may also be seen from Fig. 2b that EEJ is significantly
disturbed during the storm periods, the effects of which are
clearly reflected both in the F-region altitudes and in the total electron content. But at the equatorial station Trivandrum
(Fig. 2c), there is a significant increase in TEC during the
recovery phase of storm-I, i.e., 9 November, while there is
a significant decrease in TEC during the storm-II, i.e., 10
November where there is a counter electrojet associated with
the storm. Whereas at the anomaly crest regions Raipur and
Bhopal, a significant increase in TEC is seen during the maximum excursion times of Dst of both storms I and II (i.e.,
on 8 and 10 November 2004) and decreases in TEC during
the recovery phases of both the storms. Thus, it suggests
that the redistribution of ionization associated with the storminduced effects differs from the equator to the anomaly crest
regions owing to the dynamical changes of the ionosphere
over the low latitude regions. Further, it may be noticed
from Fig. 2, followed by the sudden commencement of these
storms (indicated by red dotted lines), that there are significant short-term fluctuations in the diurnal variation of the
TEC plots, suggesting that the shocks might have induced
wave-like perturbations in TEC. These perturbations, with
time scales of about an hour that occur almost simultaneously
at all the latitudes, could be due to the prompt penetration of
www.ann-geophys.net/27/2101/2009/
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high-latitude electric fields to lower latitudes (Tsurutani et
al., 2004; Chi et al., 2005; Mannucci et al., 2005).
Furthermore, the occurrence of the SSC and the southward
turning of IMF Bz were observed during the local nighttime
hours of 7 November 2004 (Fig. 1). The prompt penetration electric field of magnetospheric origin, characterized by
southward turning of IMF Bz , produces a dawn-dusk electric
field which is eastward during the daysides and westward in
the nightsides in the equatorial ionosphere (Fejer et al., 1979;
Sastri et al., 1992). These prompt penetration fields produce
remarkable effects in the equatorial ionosphere as the E×B
plasma drift is severely affected. Thus, such electric fields
will make the equatorial F-region plasma drift upwards in
the daytime and downwards in the nighttime. The normal
zonal field in the equatorial F-region is eastward during the
daytime and is westward during the nighttime. The penetration electric fields associated with the southward turning of
the IMF Bz are, therefore, so directed as to enhance the effective electric fields and the associated drifts at the equator.
Fejer et al. (1979) also emphasized that prompt penetration
electric fields reach the equatorial region only when IMF Bz
is stable and southward. In the present case, the IMF Bz
variations during the daytime hours of 8 November are also
southward and stable and, hence, prompt penetration fields
might have reached the equator. Zhao et al. (2005) recently
reported that enhancement of the equatorial anomaly during
the super storms of October–November 2003 is correlated
with southward turning of the interplanetary magnetic field
IMF Bz .
In Fig. 3, the contour diagrams of the variation of TEC at
the seven locations along the common meridian of 77◦ E is
presented before and during the storm period, i.e., from 6th
to 11 November 2004, to examine the nature of the variation of the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA). It may be
seen from this figure that the anomaly formation on the quiet
day i.e. 6 November, is fairly smooth and uniform over the
latitudes from 15◦ to 23◦ N. Whereas on 7 November 2004,
where the sudden commencements of storm-I started, there is
a slight deviation in the formation of the crest of anomaly and
is confined to 18 to 21◦ N. And on the storm days of 8, 9, 10
and 11 November 2004, which are highly disturbed days, the
formation of the EIA is disturbed showing the formation of
more than one contour of anomaly crest, clearly indicating
the effects associated with the disturbed conditions during
the storm periods. Further, it may also be seen on 8, 9 and
10 November 2004, the anomaly crest attains a maximum
value of 75 TEC units and its formation on the day of stormI moves to higher latitudes, i.e., 22◦ to 24◦ N. Thus, it may be
inferred that the storm-induced changes (both increases and
decreases) in TEC are significant in the equatorial and lowlatitude sectors and depend on the strength and phase of the
storm and the direction of the IMF Bz .
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Fig. 3. TEC contour maps showing the formation of EIA crests, drawn as a function of latitude and time for the period from 6 to 11 November
2004 along with IMF Bz and Dst index.

4

Signal phase slips and loss of locks observed in GPS
receivers during the geomagnetic storms of 8 and 10
November 2004

As reported earlier by Rama Rao et al. (2006), the occurrence of amplitude scintillations greater than 10 dB (S4
index≈0.45) at the L-band frequency of 1.575 GHz, results
in the loss of lock of the GPS receivers, causing severe degradation in the performance of the GPS navigation systems.
These scintillation effects are mostly confined to the nighttime sectors with greater probability of occurrence during the
post sunset to midnight hours. It is also known, from several
experimental results (Aarons, 1991; Abdu et al., 1995, and
the references therein), that the geomagnetic storm activity,
in general, inhibits the occurrence of ESF/Scintillations during most of the magnetic storm periods. However, from the
recent studies (Basu et al., 2001a, b; 2005; Tulasiram et al.,
2008), it is established that, in the longitude sectors where
the main phase of the magnetic storm occurs during the local
sunset hours, there is a greater probability of the storm induced electric fields to contribute to the increase in the eastward electric fields enhancing the post sunset vertical drifts
at the equator, resulting in conditions conducive for the onset of ESF/scintillations. In the present study, an attempt is
made to see if there are any noticeable effects induced in the
GPS signals due to the magnetic storms of 8 and 10 November 2004.
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At equatorial and polar latitudes, the deep and rapid variations in TEC are caused by strong scattering of satellite
signals from intense small-scale irregularities of the ionospheric F2-layer (Aarons, 1982; Yeh and Liu, 1982; Basu et
al., 1988; Klobuchar, 1997; Pi et al., 1997; Aarons and Lin,
1999). This scattering results in deep amplitude fading of the
trans-ionospheric signal leading to a phase slip at the GPS Lband frequencies (Skone and Jong, 2000). The slips of L1–
L2 phase measurements are most likely to be caused by the
high level of slips of L2 phase measurements at the auxiliary
frequency. The lower signal/noise ratio at L2 is primarily due
to the fact that the L2 power at the GPS satellite transmitter
output is 6 dB magnitude smaller compared to that at the frequency L1 using C/A code (Langley, 1998). However, the
reason for the slips themselves can include several factors:
the influence of additive interferences in the case of a low
signal/noise ratio, the signal scattering from electron density
irregularities, and the inadequate response of GPS receivers
of some types to fast changes in daytime TEC at the auxiliary frequency, L2. The strong phase scintillations cause a
frequency shift in the received signal resulting in loss of lock
of the receiver.
The receiver’s loss-of-lock indicator, which is sampled
(recorded) as lock-time in seconds, is used to determine the
break in satellite signal tracking. The receiver takes some
re-initialization or re-acquisition time (several seconds to a
few minutes) following the loss-of-lock, which is required to
restart the integer-cycle phase ambiguity resolution process
www.ann-geophys.net/27/2101/2009/
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Fig. 4. Phase slips (σ ) observed in the GPS receivers during a quiet day, 6 November 2004, presented along with the corresponding S4 index,
TEC and lock time on different satellite passes at the six different locations situated along the common meridian 77◦ E longitude.

or for the detrending highpass-filter to re-initialise lock of the
carrier phase signal. Hence, in the SBAS systems if the receiver loses lock or does not maintain lock time long enough
(i.e. >240 s) then the TEC data is discarded. A decrease in
the number of GPS signals locked by a user receiver can rewww.ann-geophys.net/27/2101/2009/

sult in poor navigation accuracy. And, moreover, loss of signal lock at SBAS monitoring stations can degrade the broadcast correction information.
In the present analysis, the input data are the values of TEC
determined from the phase difference of frequencies L1 and
Ann. Geophys., 27, 2101–2110, 2009
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Fig. 5. Phase slips resulting in loss of locks during the geomagnetic storm period of 8 and 9 November 2004, presented along with the
corresponding S4 index, TEC and lock time on different satellite passes at different locations.

L2 at the GPS receiver, and hence the phase slips that affect
the TEC measurement are seen as sudden jumps in TEC and
are also associated with the high phase scintillation index.
The difference of TEC for a time interval of 60 s (which is the
sampling rate of the GPS data used in the present study), exceeds the specified threshold value of 5TECU/min (derived

Ann. Geophys., 27, 2101–2110, 2009

by statistical analysis) is detected as a phase slip. There can
be numerous phase slips that are less than the selected threshold value of 5 TECU. Such slips that accompany TEC variations of only a few TECU (<5), are caused due to effects of
ionospheric irregularities.

www.ann-geophys.net/27/2101/2009/
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Fig. 6. Phase slips resulting in loss of locks during the storm period of 9 November 2004, presented along with the corresponding S4 index,
TEC and lock time of satellite PRN 21 at different locations.

www.ann-geophys.net/27/2101/2009/
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Fig. 7. Occurrence of phase slips as a function of latitude and local
time (a) Dst variation during 6–11 November 2004 (b) associated
with phase index (σ ), (c) S4 index, and (d) the resulting loss of lock
events during the storm period, 6–11 November 2004.

Phase slips are also observed during the quiet days such as
those shown in Fig. 4 for the typical day of 6 November 2004,
which is a magnetically quiet day. In general, the phase slips
and loss of locks observed during the quiet days are quite
less in number compared to those observed during storm time
period as may be seen from the storm time data of November
2004 presented in Figs. 5 and 6.
In Fig. 4, a series of plots of the vertical TEC is presented
and the phase scintillation index (σ ) and S4 index (A) as a
function of local time along with their corresponding receiver
lock times and elevation angles (A0 ). In the series (A, A0 , B,
B0 , C, C0 , D, D0 , E, E0 , F, F0 ) of pairs of plots representing
the phases and TEC recorded from different satellite passes
at different locations on a quiet day of 6 November 2004, it
may be noticed that there are phase slips in TEC (indicated
by blue lines, A to F), but no loss of lock events are observed
on this day at any of the stations presented in the plots representing the lock time (red lines) presented in Fig. 4 (A0 to F0 ).
Whereas, when we look at similar plots presented in Figs. 5
and 6, they correspond to the storm days of 8 and 9 November 2004, where similar phase slips are observed but resulted
in loss of locks of the GPS receivers as may be seen from
the lock time (red lines) in the satellite passes from different
locations presented in these figures. These figures clearly indicate that the storm time induced phase slips could be due
to sudden (>5 TEC/min) spatial or temporal changes in the
electron density distribution compared to that of the quiet day
which may result in loss of lock of the receivers.
In Fig. 7, where the phase (σ ) and amplitude (S4) indexes
are presented along with the loss of lock events as a function
of latitude and local time during the storm period, also shows
the occurrences of phase slips for the entire period 6 to 11
November 2004, when the 8 and 10 November storms have
occurred. Figure 7b shows the phase slips and the associated
Ann. Geophys., 27, 2101–2110, 2009

phase scintillation (σ ) index of three different intensity levels
(>10 dB, >6 dB, >3 dB) and Fig. 7c shows the phase slips
that are accompanied with reduced signal-to-noise ratio as indicated by the amplitude scintillation (S4 index) at the three
different power levels. Some of these phase slips, resulting
in the loss of lock of the GPS receiver that are detected from
the lock time of the receiver, are shown in Fig. 7d. It may
also be seen from this figure that most of the slips are associated with phase (σ ) index rather than with S4 index. These
loss of locks are caused as a result of rapid phase fluctuations
in the received signal carrier exceeding the receiver’s phaselock-loop (PLL) bandwidth, and in some cases resulting in
the decrease of the signal-to-noise ratio beyond the threshold
value of the receiver, which may also vary from receiver to
receiver. However, from the communications and navigation
point of view, these loss of lock events are undesirable and
need to be accounted for in an appropriate manner.
It may also be observed from Fig. 5 that at Bangalore
(12.95◦ N Geographic latitude, a near equatorial station) although the values of S4 index are very low (∼0.1), loss
of lock events are detected, perhaps due to rapid phase
fluctuations present near the equator during the storm time
(Afraimovich et al., 2002). Again, at Hyderabad (17.44◦ N
Geographic latitude) on the storm day, 8 November at
18:00 IST, phase slips are also observed in all satellites tracks
and resulted in loss of lock of the receiver simultaneously in
six (PRNs 7, 9, 10, 17, 28 and 31) satellite passes out of eight
passes recorded. In the remaining two passes (PRNs 4 and
24), there are phase slips but no loss of receiver locks detected. Further, on 9 November 2004, during the recovery
phase of storm-I of 8 November 2004, phase slips resulting
in loss of lock events are observed at all the 18 GPS stations in India during the satellite pass with PRN 21. Thus,
it may be concluded that phase slips and loss of locks may
also occur even during day times and on quiet days. But
these phase slips and loss of locks increase significantly during storm times.
Phase slips of the GPS signal can be caused by the scattering from the geomagnetic field-aligned ionospheric E-layer
small-scale irregularities (smaller than or of the order of the
radius of the Fresnel zone), the amplitude of which increases
with increasing geomagnetic disturbance level (Foster and
Tetenbaum, 1991). Such a scattering can lead to strong signal
fadings, and even to a particle screening of the GPS satellitereceiver propagation path. The increase in density of fatal
slips during geomagnetic disturbances on the dayside can
also be caused by limitations of the design and adjustment of
the receivers used in the analysis, rather than the GPS signal
scattering from ionospheric irregularities alone. An increase
in slip density can be caused, in this case, by an inadequate
response of GPS receivers of some types to fast changes
in daytime TEC at the auxiliary frequency, L2. This effect
prevents the identification of slips caused by phase fluctuations induced by the scattering from ion density irregularities
(Afraimovich et al., 2002).
www.ann-geophys.net/27/2101/2009/
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Summary of results

It is known that during the space weather events, like geomagnetic storms and severe scintillation conditions, the
equatorial ionosphere becomes highly disturbed and the
space-based navigation becomes unreliable. Studies on the
two overlapping geomagnetic storms, that occurred during 8
to 12 November 2004, have clearly revealed the adverse affects on the GPS range delay measurements as inferred from
the TEC measurements made from a chain of dual frequency
GPS receivers in the Indian sector. At the EIA crest regions
during the storm time of 9 and 10 November 2004, the TEC
values increased up to 90 TEC units as may be seen from
Fig. 2 which corresponds to a range delay of about 15 m. Furthermore, the EIA seen from the TEC measurements from a
chain of seven Indian stations aligned on the common meridian of 77◦ E, has shown a significant disturbed nature in the
formation of the crest of the equatorial ionization anomaly.
The number of phase slips detected in GPS receivers during the storm time has increased significantly compared to
those on quiet days. Some of these phase slips occurring
during the storm time resulted in loss of locks of the GPS receivers owing to rapid phase fluctuations in the received signal due to rapid changes in TEC. These loss of lock events
are found to be maximum at the near equatorial region, Bangalore (Figs. 2d and 7d). Furthermore, during the recovery
phase of storm-I, at 02:34 IST of 9 November 2004, the phase
slips are observed at all the 18 stations in India simultaneously, resulting in loss of lock of the receivers from the satellite signal of PRN 21. Thus, the phase slips may occur at
all the stations in the equatorial and low-latitude ionospheric
regions due to the sudden ionospheric electron density fluctuations during geomagnetic storm periods.
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